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Tailor-made design and finishes
for a space of total freedom at home
Have you ever felt the need for a moment of pure relaxation after a long day? A space
dedicated to resetting mind and body?
Holl’s has put all its know-how in the development of this new line of infrared cabins to
give you all the relaxation you need.
The innovative «Triple Care» technology enables you to take advantage of the entire
range of infrared waves - long and short - and grant yourself that much sought-after
‘‘Reset & Restore’’ effect.
Cleverly arranged shortwave carbon emitters provide a warm atmosphere to relax
the mind, while quartz or magnesium emitters allow you to choose between muscle
relaxation and detoxification.
You can imagine a multitude of treatments and create a la carte well-being moments
for you and your loved ones.

Detoxification of the body and deep relaxation of the mind

SELECTED WOOD TYPES THAT
ARE HAND-CRAFTED
Deeply committed to the environment, Holl’s uses spruce wood
from only sustainably managed forests in Canada in the design
of its sauna cabins. The wood, polished and worked by hand, is
completely free of knots and resin. A real guarantee of the quality
of the sauna that you will install in your home.

VERSATILITY
AT THE SERVICE OF WELL-BEING

Care
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Multiply our capacity to innovate
to better satisfy your desires!

Once again, our R&D team has developed a combination of
infrared technologies that results in a complete sauna cabin
that reveals itself and will surprise you with each session.
Imagine a multi-care course or create à la carte well-being
moments for you and your loved ones thanks to a set of three
technologies - carbon, magnesium and quartz.
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Magnesium produces IR-C waves
that stimulate the skin and promote
sudation for deep detoxification.
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Carbon ensures a warm and gentle
heat with its long IRs. Panels on the
walls distribute heat evenly throughout
the cabin.
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QUARTZ
Quartz creates an enveloping and
very pleasant warmth that will relieve
the entire nervous system, especially
around the spine. Choose the intensity
of the emitters at the start of the
session and throughout your moment
in the sauna.

Soft touch, frosted glass infrared panels on the ground ensure a
pleasant and homogeneous heat.

USEFUL INFORMATION:

Each emitter can also switch from Quartz to Magnesium independently during the
same session. For this, a warm-up time must be provided.

PERSONALIZE YOUR SESSION
WITH QUARTZ

Adjust the intensity of each Full Spectrum Quartz
emitter at any time, at will, with a simple turn of
the wheel.
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CHROMOTHERAPY & AMBIENT LED

Enjoy the benefits of colorful atmospheres in your sauna Canopée.
Infrared waves specific to the colours red, orange, yellow, green, turquoise, blue and purple
act differently on the body through the skin, which is particularly sensitive to light energies.
This positively influences your state of well-being.

Red
Red is a «boost» and this renewed energy
is perceived very quickly by the body. It
fluidifies blood circulation and promotes
the dissolution of the fatty mass.

Green
Green brings balance, harmony and
psychological stability. It is also active
against skin aging and dehydration.

Blue
Blue is a peaceful colour that calms the
mind and acts on skin inflammation.

Do you want a soft and pleasant classic
light?
Ambient LEDs in natural colours are an
invitation to read.

A SPACE WHERE
COMFORT & ERGONOMICS
MEET
Inside the Canopée, large solid wood benches are
enhanced by a set of slats layed out on
the cabin walls.
Once your session has been programmed (tailor-made
or pre-programmed «Zen» mode), you can enjoy it in
complete comfort thanks to finely studied ergonomics,
which translates into a generous bench width offering
ample space for everyone.

ACCESSORIES TO MAKE
YOUR LIFE EASIER

The Canopée includes a set of
accessories to maximize
relaxation and pleasure.
The air purifier (ozonator + ionizer) acts as a real lung in the sauna cabin to disinfect and sterilize the air
particles as well as the walls of the cabin with ozone, producing negative ions..
The musical atmosphere is provided by a new avant-garde resonance audio system, allowing you to
stream your favorite music via USB or Bluetooth without a visible speaker, and with unparalleled quality.
To perfect the ergonomics of the cabin, various supports are included such as a drink holder, a magazine
holder, a telephone holder and a towel holder. These are obviously designed in the same type of wood as
that of the cabin and are to be added if you deem it useful.

AIR PURIFIER

AUDIO BLUETOOTH

STORAGE

RESONANCE SPEAKER

CANOPÉE 2

2

INTEGRATED EMITTERS

2

Dual
Healthy

Quartz
Magnesium

FROSTED GLASS EFFECT GROUND EMITTER

Capacité

2 seated

Dimensions

140 x 125 x 190 cm

Dual Healthy
emitters

x2

Carbon panels

x5

Ambient floor
emitters

x1

Total power

2150 W

Structure
and wood

Canadian Spruce

Equipement
and accessories

Interior lighting
7 colours LED chromotherapy
Audio MP3 bluetooth with resonance speaker
Automatic air purifier to cleanse the air
Magazine holder, drink holder, smartphone holder and
towel holder
Secured glass door wooden handle

Weight
Warranties

Electronics 2 years - Wood 10 years

LARGE DEPTH BENCHES (>50CM)
1400

1250

HL-CNP02

Carbon

VARIABLE QUARTZ INTENSITY

CANOPÉE 2
Reference

5

CANOPÉE 3C

3-4 4

Dual
Healthy

Quartz
Magnesium

INTEGRATED EMITTERS

LARGE GLAZED FAÇADE

HL-CNP03C

Capacity

3 - 4 seated

Dimensions

160 x 160 x 190 cm

Dual Healthy
emitters

x4

Carbon panels

x6

Ambient floor
emitters

x1

Total power

3250 W

Structure
and wood

Canadian Spruce

Equipement
and accessories

Interior lighting
7 colours LED chromotherapy
Audio MP3 bluetooth with resonance speaker
Automatic air purifier to cleanse the air
Magazine holder, drink holder, smartphone holder and
towel holder
Secured glass door wooden handle

Warrranties

LARGE BENCH IN L SHAPE

Electronics 2 years - Wood 10 years

1600

1600

Weight

Carbon

VARIABLE EMITTERS INTENSITY

CANOPÉE 3C
Reference

6

CANOPÉE 6

6

INTEGRATED EMITTERS

7

Dual
Healthy

Quartz
Magnesium

DOUBLE FLOOR EMITTERS

Capacity

6 seated

Dimensions

185 x 185 x 190 cm

Dual Healthy
emitters

x7

Carbon panels

x5

Ambient floor
emitters

x2

Total power

4000 W

Structure
and wood

Canadian Spruce

Equipement
and accessories

Interior lighting
7 colours LED chromotherapy
Audio MP3 bluetooth with resonance speaker
Automatic air purifier to cleanse the air
Magazine holder, drink holder, smartphone holder and
towel holder
Secured glass door wooden handle

Weight
Warranties

Electronics 2 years - Wood 10 years

LARGE BENCH IN U SHAPE
1850

1850

HL-CNP06

Carbon

VARIABLE EMITTERS INTENSITY

CANOPÉE 6
Reference

5

Exterior range

Infrared & hybrid range

Steam range

Find all of our range on
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www.holls.fr

For more information on
our products and services

www.poolstar.fr
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